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Abstract
Background Brexanolone injection, the first therapy approved by the US FDA for the treatment of postpartum depression 
(PPD) in adults, has been shown to produce a significantly greater decrease in the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression 
(HAM-D) total score than placebo in randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of women with PPD.
Objectives Given the rapid effect of brexanolone injection (within 60 h) sustained throughout the length of the trials 
(30 days), we sought to compare its efficacy data against selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), the class of antide-
pressants most commonly prescribed for PPD, using HAM-D and Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) outcomes 
from currently available RCTs.
Methods We extracted data from 26 studies identified in a systematic literature review of pharmacological and pharmacologi-
cal/nonpharmacological combination therapies in PPD. Six studies were suitable to form evidence networks through which 
to perform indirect treatment comparisons (ITCs) of HAM-D and EPDS outcomes between brexanolone and SSRIs. Having 
assessed the comparability and suitability of the available evidence for analysis, we discovered significant heterogeneity in 
the study designs, most notably in the placebo arms of the trials. We therefore conducted matching-adjusted indirect com-
parisons (MAICs) between brexanolone and the placebo arms of comparator studies, subsequently using the MAIC results 
of brexanolone versus placebo, and results for SSRIs versus placebo, to form ITCs of brexanolone versus SSRIs at three 
separate time points—day 3, week 4 and last observation. ITCs were calculated as the differences in change from baseline 
(CFB) in HAM-D and, separately, CFB in EPDS, between treatments, and reported with 95% confidence intervals (CIs).
Results For all time points, MAICs showed larger differences in CFB for brexanolone compared with SSRIs. Differences 
(95% CIs) between brexanolone and SSRIs were 12.79 (8.04–17.53) [day 3], 5.87 (− 1.62 to 13.37) [week 4] and 0.97 (− 6.35 
to 8.30) [last observation] for the HAM-D. For the EPDS, the differences in CFB were 7.98 (5.32–10.64) [day 3], 6.35 
(3.13–9.57) [week 4] and 4.05 (0.79–7.31) [last observation]. Other analytical approaches are also presented to demonstrate 
the similarity of results, using a network meta-analysis approach, and the importance of using the MAIC method to control 
for the important heterogeneity between placebo arms.
Conclusions Acknowledging the limitations of ITCs and this evidence base, when compared with SSRIs, these analyses 
suggest that brexanolone demonstrated larger differences in CFB for both patient- and clinician-reported PPD outcomes and 
at all investigated time points after adjusting for differences between placebos in the included studies.
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1 Introduction

Postpartum depression (PPD) is a debilitating mood disor-
der and one of the most commonly occurring complications 
in pregnancy and childbirth [1, 2]. The prevalence of PPD 
across the United States (US) is estimated to be an average 
of 11.5% (8–20% across states) [3–5], with global estimates 
of 17.7% (3–38% across 56 countries) [6]. The Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th Edition, 
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Key Points 

Given the differences in study design, matching-adjusted 
indirect comparisons (MAICs) are needed to compare 
brexanolone with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 
(SSRIs), as a simple network meta-analysis can give 
misleading results; key differences include study length 
and lack of comparability of placebo across studies.

Brexanolone demonstrated a more rapid improvement in 
postpartum depression compared with SSRIs, as illus-
trated by the MAIC results at day 3 and week 4.

Brexanolone demonstrated larger differences in change 
from baseline for both patient- and clinician-reported 
scales.

small sample sizes and risk of bias due to high patient drop-
out and selective reporting [32]. Obstacles to optimal use 
of antidepressants include patients receiving subtherapeutic 
dosing [38], poor compliance [39], and inadequate follow-up 
due to lack of provider time [40, 41].

A soluble, β-cyclodextrin-based form of the neuroac-
tive steroid allopregnanolone, brexanolone injection (ZUL-
RESSO™) is the first therapy to be approved by the US 
Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of PPD in 
adults. In a set of studies in adult women with PPD (Study 
A: NCT02614547; Study B: NCT02942004; Study C: 
NCT02942017) [42, 43], brexanolone was associated with 
a greater change from baseline (CFB) than placebo in the 
primary outcome measure, the Hamilton Rating Scale for 
Depression (HAM-D) total score (60-h p value < 0.0001; 
30-day p value = 0.0213). A greater CFB for brexanolone 
was also observed with the Edinburgh Postnatal Depres-
sion Scale (EPDS) compared with placebo. However, the 
EPDS is self-rated and is consequently a secondary out-
come measure; therefore, these studies were not powered 
to show statistically significant differences between brex-
anolone and placebo on this measure of efficacy (60-h p 
value = 0.1244; 30-day p value = 0.2515; data on file). The 
studies showed symptom reduction at 24 h and continued 
response at 4 weeks.

Given the benefits of brexanolone in PPD demonstrated 
in these studies, in particular the rapid response sustained 
throughout the study period, it is important to assess the 
comparative effectiveness of brexanolone against the cur-
rent standard of care; such an assessment can help doctors, 
patients, and formulary decision makers understand the 
relative efficacy of these treatments. As no head-to-head 
randomised controlled trial (RCT) comparisons exist, indi-
rect treatment comparison (ITC) approaches are required 
[44], involving networks of studies linked by one or more 
common comparators. The suitability of such approaches 
for use in health technology assessment is well documented 
[45–47].

We performed a set of ITCs between brexanolone and 
comparator treatments in PPD, using available RCT data. 
For this analysis, the HAM-D was selected as an outcome as 
it is often recognised as the gold-standard outcome measure 
in studies of depression [48–51], while the EPDS was cho-
sen as it is more commonly used to screen for PPD in clinical 
practice and to measure symptom burden [32, 49]. Although 
the EPDS is self-rated, this measure has been shown to be 
significantly correlated with HAM-D scores within the three 
brexanolone trials; comparison of treatments based on EPDS 
is provided as a relevant supporting analysis [52]. In this 
study, we describe (1) assessing the suitability of identified 
evidence for comparative efficacy methods, and (2) devel-
oping study networks to perform ITCs in order to gener-
ate estimates of comparative effectiveness. We discuss our 

defines PPD as a major depressive episode with onset of 
symptoms occurring during pregnancy or in the 4 weeks fol-
lowing delivery [7], while the American College of Obste-
tricians and Gynecologists considers PPD to be depression 
occurring up to 12 months post-delivery [8]. Women with 
PPD often present with low mood, anxiety, and feelings of 
depersonalisation and loss of identity [1, 7]. PPD is also 
associated with an increased risk of substance abuse [9] 
and, left untreated, can lead to suicidality [10], with suicide 
itself being a leading cause of maternal mortality [11–14]. 
Depressive symptoms can persist for up to 11 years follow-
ing childbirth [15], with up to 30% of women with PPD 
meeting the criteria of depression during and after the first 
maternal year [16]. The negative impact of PPD can extend 
to families, and may lead to partner stress [17] and depres-
sion [18], impaired mother–infant bonding [19], problems 
breastfeeding [20, 21], and isolation from family and friends 
[1]. Children of mothers with untreated symptoms of PPD 
are at greater risk of impaired and/or delayed long-term 
physical, cognitive and psychological outcomes [15, 22–30].

Treatments used to manage PPD include antidepressants, 
adjunctive to, or in place of, psychotherapy [31–33]. Most 
studies of pharmacological treatments in PPD focus on 
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), a class of 
antidepressants often used in the US during the postpartum 
period despite not being indicated specifically for PPD [31, 
34]. Current pharmacological treatments, including SSRIs, 
are associated with a slow rate of improvement (6–12 weeks) 
[35], and there are a lack of reliable data to support the 
onset of efficacy occurring within the first week [36, 37]. A 
Cochrane systematic review of antidepressant treatment in 
postnatal depression reported that the evidence to support 
the use of SSRIs in PPD is limited; the few studies published 
on antidepressants in PPD are generally of low quality, with 
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investigation into the representativeness of the placebo arms 
of the three brexanolone trials—which have been pooled and 
are referred to collectively as 547-PPD-202 in this study—
and the subsequent development of an appropriate strategy 
based on matching-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) 
methodology to perform more appropriate comparisons [53].

2  Methods

2.1  Clinical Trials of Brexanolone in Postpartum 
Depression (PPD)

Brexanolone was investigated in three multicentre, ran-
domised, double-blind, parallel-group, placebo-controlled 
studies: one phase II trial (NCT02614547; referred to as 
Study A) and two phase III trials (NCT02942004 and 
NCT02942017; referred to as Studies B and C, respectively) 
[42, 43]. In Study B, patients were randomised in a 1:1:1 ratio 
to brexanolone 90 μg/kg/h (BRX90), brexanolone 60 μg/kg/h 
(BRX60) or placebo [43], while Studies A and C involved 
patients randomised in a 1:1 ratio to BRX90 or placebo [42, 
43]. Patients in Studies A and B had severe PPD, defined 
as a HAM-D total score ≥ 26 [42, 43], whereas patients in 
Study C had moderate PPD (HAM-D score ≥ 20 but ≤ 25) 
[43]. In all three trials, brexanolone was administered con-
tinuously through intravenous infusion, with the dose titrated 
up to and down from the maximum dose (beginning and end 
dose, 30 μg/kg/h) [42, 43]. An umbrella protocol facilitated 
a preplanned analysis of multiple measures of depressive 
symptoms in an integrated dataset of all three trials [43].

Of note, the placebo arm in 547-PPD-202 differed from 
traditional placebo. Patients in this arm received medically 
supervised care during the 60-h infusion, as well as regular 
observation across the study period, whereas traditional, oral 
pharmacological therapy placebo arms more closely resem-
ble the level of care expected in outpatient clinical setting 
(outside of hospital level of care).

2.2  Identification of Studies

A systematic literature review (SLR) performed by Reinhart 
et al. summarised the evidence for the efficacy, safety and 
tolerability of pharmacological therapies and pharmacologi-
cal/nonpharmacological combination therapies in PPD [54]. 
Of the 32 studies that met the inclusion criteria [49, 51, 
55–84], six were observational studies [55–60] and one was 
a meta-analysis [61], and were thus excluded from the analy-
ses. Following a review update, one further study suitable 
for analysis was included [85]. Data were extracted from 
26 studies of potential relevance (27 studies including the 
addition of the pooled data from 547-PPD-202) [see elec-
tronic supplementary Table 1 for a full list of studies]. The 

BRX90 data were the primary focus of these analyses as 
this was the most robust study arm with the largest sample 
size. BRX90 data from 547-PPD-202 were pooled together 
as a single study. The remaining studies were grouped by 
treatment of interest (brexanolone, SSRIs, and SSRI in com-
bination with nonpharmacological treatments [combination 
therapies]). The study outcomes of interest were EPDS and 
HAM-D scores. These outcomes were chosen because while 
the HAM-D is considered a gold-standard measure in stud-
ies of depression [48], the EPDS is more commonly used to 
screen for PPD in clinical practice and to assess symptom 
burden [32]. Studies were considered for inclusion in the 
ITCs if they included at least one pharmacological treat-
ment arm, reported suitable and usable outcome data for 
the HAM-D and/or EPDS, were randomised (at the patient 
level), were controlled studies that linked into the ITC net-
work, and were of high enough quality. Figure 1 summarises 
the study selection process.

2.3  Assessment of Evidence and Development 
of Strategy

To plan the ITCs, in which all trials included were con-
sidered in one cohesive analysis, we assessed the compa-
rability of the studies. The time points used in 547-PPD-
202 were considerably different to those used in the other 
studies; in 547-PPD-202, the EPDS and HAM-D were both 
measured at 60 h, with follow-up time points through to 
30 days, whereas studies of other treatments in the evidence 
base reported later time points due to longer treatment peri-
ods (first assessment at approximately 6–12 weeks). It was 
therefore considered inappropriate to only compare primary 
endpoints in the analyses. Time points for CFB were chosen 
as 60 h (day 3), 30 days (week 4; last time point in 547-
PPD-202), and last observation (range across SSRIs studies: 
4 weeks–6 months). Missing outcomes were estimated from 
existing data; for studies where first observation was later 
than day 3 or week 4, linear interpolation methods were used 
to impute the missing values.

To investigate the comparability of placebo arms to be 
used in the analyses, HAM-D and EPDS outcomes were 
compared for the placebo (control) arms from all studies, 
for all time points recorded. However, across the comparator 
studies, placebo arms often included additional care (such as 
counselling) and therefore may not fully reflect the outcomes 
of ‘traditional’ placebo (i.e. neither pharmacological nor 
nonpharmacological treatment), which should be acknowl-
edged as a limitation. Plots of CFB for EPDS and HAM-D 
placebo data are given in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The 
improvements in EPDS and HAM-D outcomes in the 547-
PPD-202 placebo arm were substantially greater than those 
of other studies. This difference in magnitude may have 
led to an underestimation of the relative treatment effect of 
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brexanolone against placebo. The time to improvement in 
the 547-PPD-202 placebo arm was also shorter than that 
seen in other studies; there was a notable drop in patient- and 
clinician-reported scores within the first 3 days, followed by 
a plateau. These data suggest that the 547-PPD-202 placebo 
arm is not representative of a traditional, oral drug placebo 
arm and is therefore not suitable as a common comparator 
in ITCs for brexanolone. As receipt of care and attention in 
a clinical setting for 3 days is not a viable treatment option, 
the benefits seen in the 547-PPD-202 placebo arm likely 
represent an overestimation of the ‘effect’ of placebo.

2.4  Indirect Treatment Comparison (ITC) Methods

Figure 4 shows the overall ITC strategy.

2.4.1  Bucher ITC

Bucher comparisons are used to compare two treatments that 
have a common comparator [44]. In the case of two studies, 

one comparing treatment A with treatment C and one com-
paring treatment B with treatment C, treatments A and B 
can be compared using an indirect link between A and B 
through treatment C. In this analysis, each indirect estimate 
was calculated by taking the difference of relative effect val-
ues from each study (in this case, the difference in CFB in 
score, either EPDS or HAM-D, between treatment arms):

where dAB is the indirect relative effect between treatments 
A and B, dAC is the relative effect between treatments A and 
C, and dBC is the relative effect between treatments B and C.

Variance in the indirect estimate was the sum of the vari-
ance in the direct estimates:

2.4.2  Network Meta‑analysis

Standard network meta-analysis (NMA) techniques were 
used in which aggregate relative efficacy estimates for each 

dAB = dAC − dBC,

var(dAB) = var(dAC) + var(dBC).

Fig. 1  Evidence flowchart. 
DE data extraction, EPDS 
Edinburgh Postnatal Depression 
Scale, GP general practitioner, 
HAM-D Hamilton Rating Scale 
for Depression, PTs pharmaco-
therapies

27 studies extracted

7 studies remain from DE20 studies removed from considera�on:
• 7 studies compared only non-PTs

• Milgrom 2011 [70]
• Mulcahy 2010 [74]
• Ngai 2015 [75]
• Rojas 2007 [79]
• Cooper 2003 [65]
• O’Hara 2000 [76]
• Prendergast 2001 [78]

• 4 studies report no endpoints of interest
• Logsdon 2003 [68]
• Milgrom 2015 [69]
• Pinheiro 2014 [77]
• Wisner 2014 [81]

• 1 study reports only baseline EPDS combined over arms
• Milgrom 2005 [71]

• 1 study reports only mean HAM-D at 9 months of index 
pregnancy

• Morrell 2009 [73]
• 1 prospec�ve study cluster randomised by GP surgery

• Wisner 2001 [82]
• 4 studies could not be linked into the final network

• Wisner 2006 [51]
• Kashani 2017 [67]
• Chibanda 2014 [64]
• Ahmadpanah 2018 [85]

• 1 study was removed as the treatment was outside of the 
scope of analysis

• Gregoire 1996 [66]
• 1 study did not report results in sufficient quality

• Bloch 2012 [63]

4 studies comparing PTs only
• 547-PPD-202 [42, 43]
• Hantsoo 2014 [49]
• Yonkers 2008 [83]
• Sharp 2010 [80]
3 studies comparing a 
combina�on of PTs and non-PTs
• Zlotnick 2016 [84]
• Appleby 1997 [62]
• Misri 2004 [72]
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study were incorporated into one consistent analysis under 
the assumptions of exchangeability [46]. Using the rela-
tive effects between the arms of each study (and associated 
variance), ITCs were made between BRX90 and each of the 
treatments in the network while preserving randomisation. 

As the networks were relatively small, frequentist NMAs 
were conducted. All models were fitted and run using R 
software [86], using the ‘netmeta’ package [87].

Fig. 2  Plot of change from base-
line in the Edinburgh Postnatal 
Depression Scale score reported 
in the placebo arms [42, 43, 62, 
80]. CFB change from baseline, 
EPDS Edinburgh Postnatal 
Depression Scale

Fig. 3  Plot of change from 
baseline in the Hamilton Rating 
Scale for Depression score 
reported in the placebo arms 
[42, 43, 49, 62, 83, 84]. CFB 
change from baseline, HAM-
D Hamilton Rating Scale for 
Depression

Fig. 4  Flowchart detailing 
the strategy for estimating the 
comparative efficacy of brex-
anolone. ITC indirect treatment 
comparison, MAIC matching-
adjusted indirect comparison, 
NMAs network meta-analyses
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2.4.3  Data Availability

The relative effect between treatments was the mean dif-
ference in CFB for both outcomes. For CFB measures, the 
outcome was continuous and was analysed using a normal 
likelihood. Studies commonly reported a mean and standard 
deviation (SD) at baseline and post-baseline time points, 
whereas the ideal outcome measure for use in the ITC analy-
ses would have been CFB (with a measure of variability). 
The mean CFB, yCFB , was calculated based on the difference 
between the mean ‘before’, yBL , and mean ‘after’, yTP:

To correctly calculate the variance for CFB, VCFB , the 
variance of baseline values, VBL , the variance of values at 
the time point, VTP , and the within-patient correlation, ρ, 
are required:

However, the within-patient correlation was not available 
for the studies identified in the SLR. To estimate the vari-
ance of the CFB, given that all information was available for 
547-PPD-202, the observed variances for CFB were pooled 
at each time point; these were used as proxies to impute the 
variance for all studies.

2.4.4  Matching‑Adjusted Indirect Comparison

Due to the notable differences between the 547-PPD-202 
placebo arm and other studies, the 547-PPD-202 placebo 
arm was considered inappropriate for forming indirect com-
parisons. The BRX90 arm was thus treated as a single-arm 
study, meaning there was no longer a common comparator 
to connect the BRX90 arm into the evidence network. MAIC 
methods can allow treatments to be compared indirectly in 
the absence of a common comparator [53]. In this study, 
MAICs were conducted between BRX90 and the placebo 
arm of a chosen comparator study to provide estimated rela-
tive effects for BRX90 versus placebo. As matching to pla-
cebo was to be performed to facilitate a link into the centre 
of the network, the evidence base was assessed to choose an 
appropriate comparator study for the MAICs. For the EPDS-
based MAIC, the control arm from the study by Sharp et al. 
[80] was chosen as although it consisted of listening visits, 
its large sample size and five variables to match against were 
a clear advantage. The other option (Appleby et al. [62]) had 
a smaller sample size and fewer variables to match with, and 
also included counselling sessions as part of the placebo 
arm. For the HAM-D-based MAIC, the study by Yonkers 
et al. [83] was chosen as the comparator study, as while both 
that study and the study by Zlotnick [84] had larger sample 
sizes than the other studies and the same number of variables 
for matching, the control arm in the Zlotnick study involved 

yCFB = yTP − yBL.

VCFB = VTP + VBL − 2�
√

VTPVBL.

clinical management and mothercrafting, making the pla-
cebo arm in the study by Yonkers et al. more suitable.

After choosing suitable comparator studies, matching was 
performed between BRX90 and each chosen control arm 
by assigning statistical weights to the individual BRX90-
treated patients to adjust for their over-/under-representation 
relative to the comparator source; this was possible due to 
the availability of 547-PPD-202 patient-level data. In the 
study by Sharp et al. [80], the patient characteristics used 
for matching were age of the mother (average and SD), race, 
antidepressant use at baseline, time since delivery (in weeks) 
at the start of treatment (average and SD), and whether the 
mother was primiparous; and in the study by Yonkers et al. 
[83], the patient characteristics used for matching were age 
of the mother (average and SD), race, and antidepressant use 
at baseline. Given the limited data availability, matching was 
performed on as many variables as possible.

Following weighting, average baseline characteristics 
(mean and variance) were balanced between the BRX90 and 
comparator arms. Weights were derived using the propensity 
score weighting approach proposed by Signorovitch et al. 
[88, 89]. The propensity score logistic regression model 
estimated the odds of being enrolled into the BRX90 or 
comparator arms. The approach uses a method of moments 
to allow a propensity score logistic regression model to be 
estimated without comparator study patient-level data. The 
model was estimated based on the patient-level data avail-
able for BRX90-treated patients and the published summary 
data available for comparator-treated patients.

CFB outcomes for brexanolone were weighted to give 
weighted mean CFBs, which were incorporated into the 
ITCs using EPDS and HAM-D data. As inputting into ITCs 
required associated standard error (SE) values, bootstrap 
estimators were used to generate SE values and confidence 
intervals (CIs) for BRX90-weighted mean CFB outcomes 
to account for the within-subject correlation [90, 91]. First, 
patients in the BRX90 arm were sampled with replacement 
to produce a number of bootstrap datasets. For each boot-
strap dataset, a set of weights was then derived using the 
Signorovitch methodology, and, finally, a weighted mean 
CFB was calculated. This procedure was repeated 1000 
times to obtain a distribution of means, and the 2.5th and 
97.5th percentiles were used to generate limits of each CI 
and an SE.

3  Results

3.1  Identification of Evidence in PPD

Following data extraction and the exclusion of studies 
(Sect. 2.2), the final evidence base comprised six studies, 
i.e. Appleby et al. [62], Sharp et al. [80], Misri et al. [72], 
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Hantsoo et al. [49], Yonkers et al. [83], and Zlotnick [84]. 
The clinical heterogeneity of the evidence base was assessed 
by comparing baseline patient and study characteristics (see 
electronic supplementary Table 2). While some aspects dif-
fered across the trials, in most cases the differences were 
deemed insufficiently clear or not reported well enough to 
lead to clear biases in outcomes. We therefore did not make 
additional adjustments or perform sensitivity analyses based 
on baseline characteristics.

Of the remaining studies, three reported EPDS out-
comes (Appleby et al. [62], Sharp et al. [80] and Misri 
et al. [72]) and five reported HAM-D outcomes (Appleby 
et al. [62], Hantsoo et al. [49], Yonkers et al. [83], Zlot-
nick [84], and Misri et al. [72]). These studies were used 
to establish network diagrams for the EPDS and HAM-D 
(as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively). To reflect clinical 
practice, in which therapies are often considered by treat-
ment class rather than individually, comparator treatments 
were grouped into two categories—SSRIs, and combina-
tion therapies. To construct a connected evidence network, 
equivalence was assumed for the placebo arms of the 
included studies.

3.2  ITC Strategy

Given the fundamental incompatibility of 547-PPD-202 pla-
cebo data with those of comparator studies, we developed 
two approaches to comparing BRX90 with comparators in 
order to assess the impact of including 547-PPD-202 pla-
cebo data (represented in Fig. 4):

• conduct a set of ITCs using the relative treatment effects 
from 547-PPD-202;

• conduct a set of analyses in which the 547-PPD-202 pla-
cebo data are discarded, effectively treating 547-PPD-
202 as a BRX90 single-arm trial.

This latter approach involved using the available 547-
PPD-202 patient-level data to perform MAICs between 
BRX90 and the placebo arms of the chosen comparator 
studies, giving estimated relative efficacy outcomes. The 
weighted mean BRX90 outcomes were then linked into evi-
dence networks as part of the ITCs.

We present the results of unadjusted ITCs (i.e. Bucher 
ITCs and NMAs conducted without MAIC) and adjusted 
ITCs (i.e. Bucher ITCs and NMAs using the MAIC-esti-
mated relative treatment effects of BRX90, to compensate 
for treating 547-PPD-202 as a single-arm trial) between 
BRX90 and SSRIs. A diagram of the overall strategy is 
given in Fig. 4. The two studies used in matching, i.e. Sharp 
et al. [80] (EPDS) and Yonkers et al. [83] (HAM-D), were 
used in Bucher ITCs to evaluate the effect of matching ver-
sus including the 547-PPD-202 placebo. Comparisons with 
combination therapies and placebo are presented in the elec-
tronic supplementary material.

3.3  Unadjusted and Adjusted ITC Analyses

Forest plots of ITCs for BRX90 versus SSRIs are pre-
sented in Fig. 7 (EPDS) and Fig. 8 (HAM-D). The results 
of all ITC analyses of BRX90 versus SSRIs, combination 

Fig. 5  Evidence network—Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale. 
For the unadjusted network meta-analyses, brexanolone is linked 
through the 547-PPD-202 placebo arm [42, 43, 62, 72, 80]. MAIC 
matching-adjusted indirect comparison, SSRI selective serotonin 
reuptake inhibitor

Fig. 6  Evidence network—Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression. 
For the unadjusted network meta-analyses, brexanolone is linked 
through the 547-PPD-202 placebo arm [42, 43, 49, 62, 72, 83, 84]. 
MAIC matching-adjusted indirect comparison, SSRI selective seroto-
nin reuptake inhibitor
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therapies, and placebo are presented in electronic supple-
mentary Table 3 (EPDS) and electronic supplementary 
Table 4 (HAM-D). The full results of the MAICs performed 
between BRX90 and the placebo arms of the chosen com-
parator studies, i.e. Sharp et al. [80] (EPDS) and Yonkers 
et al. [83] (HAM-D) are given in electronic supplementary 
Tables 5 and 6.

In both the MAIC-adjusted Bucher ITCs and NMAs 
for day 3, the CFB in the HAM-D and EPDS for BRX90 
was greater than that for SSRIs (HAM-D: 12.79, 95% CI 
8.04–17.53 [Bucher ITC] and 13.47, 95% CI 9.84–17.10 
[NMA]; EPDS: 7.98, 95% CI 5.32–10.64 [Bucher ITC] 
and 7.97, 95% CI 5.39–10.54) [NMA]). Based on the CIs, 
none of which crossed zero, these differences were indicated 
to be significant. In comparison, unadjusted Bucher ITCs 
and NMAs for day 3 did not suggest significant differences 
between BRX90 and SSRIs for the EPDS, whereas for the 
HAM-D, significance was maintained for the NMA SSRI 
comparison. For both the MAIC and unadjusted analyses, 
results for the comparison with SSRIs were generally con-
sistent between the two methods considered (Bucher ITC 
and NMA).

At week 4, SSRIs were indicated to have significantly 
smaller reductions in EPDS compared with BRX90, in both 
the MAIC-adjusted Bucher ITC and NMA (Bucher ITC: 
6.35, 95% CI 3.13–9.57; NMA: 6.86, 95% CI 3.75–9.97). 
Similarly, in the week 4 MAIC-adjusted Bucher ITC for the 
HAM-D, SSRIs continued to lead to a smaller reduction in 
HAM-D compared with BRX90, albeit one that was indi-
cated as nonsignificant (5.87, 95% CI − 1.62 to 13.37). How-
ever, the MAIC-adjusted NMA for the HAM-D, at the same 
time point, gave a significantly larger difference for BRX90 
compared with SSRIs (8.41, 95% CI 2.94–13.88). The differ-
ences in the EPDS and HAM-D CFB between BRX90 and 
SSRIs had smaller absolute values than for day 3, likely due 
to the extra time available for SSRI efficacy to increase. In 
comparison, the unadjusted analyses for week 4 showed no 
significant differences between BRX90 and SSRIs.

In the last observation time point (EPDS: weeks 4–18; 
HAM-D: week 4 to 6 months), when SSRIs were assumed 
to have been able to reach maximum efficacy, the MAIC-
adjusted Bucher ITC and NMA indicated that SSRIs still 
had smaller reductions in the EPDS and HAM-D compared 
with BRX90 (HAM-D: 0.97, 95% CI − 6.35 to 8.30 [Bucher 
ITC] and 2.02, 95% CI − 3.18 to 7.22 [NMA]; EPDS: 4.05, 

Fig. 7  Brexanolone versus selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors: 
unadjusted and adjusted indirect treatment comparison results—Edin-
burgh Postnatal Depression Scale. Bucher ITC and NMAs include 
different studies. LO time point ranged from 4 to 18 weeks. CI con-

fidence interval, CFB change from baseline, ITC indirect treatment 
comparison, LO last observation, MAIC matching-adjusted indirect 
comparison, NMA network meta-analysis, Diff. Difference
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95% CI 0.79–7.31 [Bucher ITC] and 3.76, 95% CI 0.62–6.90 
[NMA]). However, at this time point, the magnitude of the 
differences between BRX90 and SSRIs were smallest and 
the differences for the HAM-D were no longer significant. 
Similar to previous time points, the unadjusted analyses at 
the last observation time point showed nonsignificant differ-
ences in CFB between BRX90 and SSRIs.

The results for the MAIC-adjusted analyses demonstrated 
that at all time points, BRX90 led to a greater CFB than 
SSRIs, for both EPDS and HAM-D. In contrast, the unad-
justed analyses showed little difference between BRX90 and 
SSRIs. At each time point, the key differences in results lie 
between the MAIC-adjusted and -unadjusted analyses. The 
choice of analytical approach is therefore crucial to under-
standing and accurately reflecting the benefit of BRX90.

4  Discussion

As highlighted by Meltzer-Brody et al. [43], treatments for 
PPD are urgently needed as there is an increased risk of mor-
bidity and mortality in mothers with PPD [92]. The effects 
of brexanolone on children and families of patients were 
not investigated in 547-PPD-202; however, the rapid and 

sustained symptom reduction is potentially beneficial for 
patients and families alike. Netsi et al. investigated the long-
term effects of PPD within a large observational study of 
women and their offspring and found that children of women 
with persistent and severe PPD showed an increased risk 
for behavioural problems by age 3.5 years, along with lower 
mathematics grades and higher prevalence of depression 
during adolescence. Furthermore, mothers with chronic PPD 
could suffer from depressive symptoms 11 years after child-
birth [15]. Other studies have shown an association of mater-
nal depression with increased infanticide and decreased use 
of preventive paediatric health care [93, 94]. Therefore, the 
rapid and sustained symptom reduction shown in the 547-
PPD-202 study, along with greater efficacy when compared 
with SSRIs via the ITC, can potentially lead to better treat-
ment and symptom control for mothers with PPD.

In this study, we investigated the current clinical evi-
dence regarding the efficacy and speed of improvement for 
treatments of PPD, conducting comparative efficacy anal-
ysis of brexanolone with SSRIs. In the absence of head-
to-head trials, we assessed the comparability of identified 
RCTs and performed ITCs of treatment efficacy. Overall, 
the MAIC-adjusted ITC results suggest a greater efficacy 
of BRX90 compared with SSRIs, for both patient-reported 

Fig. 8  Brexanolone versus selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors: 
unadjusted and adjusted indirect treatment comparison results—Ham-
ilton Rating Scale for Depression. Bucher ITC and NMAs include 
different studies. LO time point ranged from 4  weeks to 6  months. 

CI confidence interval, CFB change from baseline, ITC indirect treat-
ment comparison, LO last observation, MAIC matching-adjusted indi-
rect comparison, NMA network meta-analysis, Diff. difference
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(EPDS) and clinician-reported (HAM-D) outcomes and at 
all time points measured. In the MAIC-adjusted Bucher ITC 
and NMA at the last observation time point (EPDS: weeks 
4–18; HAM-D: week 4 to 6 months), despite all treatments 
being assumed to have had the opportunity to reach optimum 
efficacy, BRX90 still gave larger CFB than SSRIs, albeit 
with smallest absolute values, compared with treatment dif-
ferences at earlier time points. Thus, brexanolone efficacy 
is comparatively rapid and also shows sustained relative 
efficacy compared with these comparator groups during the 
study period.

As noted in a recent Cochrane review for antidepres-
sants in PPD, the evidence base for this analysis comprised 
a few low-quality studies with small sample sizes, many of 
which were performed approximately a decade ago [32]. The 
severity of depression at baseline varied between all trials 
included in these analyses, and it is not known whether and 
to what extent this affected the ITC results. Notably, the 
difference between the greatest and lowest baseline score 
was larger than the minimally important difference (HAM-
D: 2.1; EPDS: 2.9; data on file), indicating that choosing a 
different placebo arm for matching may skew the results. 
Specifically, the EPDS score at baseline of the pooled 547-
PPD-202 BRX90 arm was greater than that of the placebo 
arm in the study by Sharp et al. [80], whereas for the pla-
cebo arm in the study by Yonkers et al. [83] and 547-PPD-
202, the HAM-D scores were similar at baseline. Given the 
evidence base, each of these studies was considered best 
suited for matching. While there is a larger evidence base 
for major depressive disorder (MDD), we considered its use 
in this study inappropriate as patient populations of studies 
in MDD and PPD are not compatible with respect to sex 
and age range.

The placebo arms of the comparator studies differed in 
terms of study design. Some placebo arms also included 
behavioural therapy interventions; for example, the study 
by Sharp et al. [80] included listening visits, and the study 
by Appleby et al. [62] included one counselling session. To 
construct study networks for NMAs, the placebo arms of 
comparator studies were assumed to be equivalent, whereas 
many of these involved nonpharmacological interventions. 
Similarly, the trials reporting data for SSRIs were grouped, 
which assumed equivalent efficacy of SSRIs. As Appleby 
et  al. [62] reported geometric mean values, these were 
assumed to be comparable with arithmetic means reported 
by other studies, to allow treatment comparisons to be made, 
which may not be appropriate.

The outcomes of two measures were used in the analy-
sis—HAM-D and EPDS. While the EPDS was developed as 
a screening tool, both in clinical practice and clinical trials, it 
was used to measure the extent of symptoms of PPD; there-
fore, this tool may not have captured all relevant aspects of 
changing PPD symptoms as it was not built for this purpose.

One of the key clinical advantages of brexanolone, i.e. 
the rapid response seen in patients, leads to issues with 
performing ITCs against studies of treatments with slower 
onset of efficacy. 547-PPD-202 had approximately 4 weeks 
follow-up post-treatment, but its study period of 30 days was 
shorter than the SSRI studies, which ranged from 4 weeks 
to 6 months. To impute the EPDS and HAM-D for data 
missing at earlier time points, linear interpolation meth-
ods were used. Extending a linear trend from the data may 
not represent the true trajectory of comparator treatment 
outcomes over time. Similarly, the use of last observation 
carried forward to provide estimates of the missing values 
for brexanolone at time points later than 30 days assumed 
that the efficacy of brexanolone was sustained past this 
final measurement. Furthermore, while the choice of last 
time point allowed SSRIs to reach their optimal efficacy, 
the assumption that brexanolone reached optimal efficacy at 
30 days prohibited any change after this point. Imputations 
were also made for studies that did not report the CFB vari-
ances, instead using observed data from the 547-PPD-202 
study. We cannot know whether these imputations over- or 
underestimated variances, and we do not expect that these 
imputations created bias for or against brexanolone.

The use of MAICs was deemed a necessary step in the 
analyses; however, as with all analytical approaches, the 
MAIC method has limitations. With the 547-PPD-202 
placebo arms discarded, there is no common comparator 
when conducting ITCs, which would be the most robust 
method; the National Institute for Health and Care Excel-
lence Decision Support Unit Technical Support Document 
18 acknowledges unanchored analyses as more likely to be 
biased than anchored analyses [53]. The same guidance 
document highlights that with unanchored comparisons, all 
treatment effect modifiers or prognostic factors should be 
considered. However, it is unlikely that all key study charac-
teristics were captured during matching as only a small num-
ber of relevant characteristics were available in both 547-
PPD-202 and reported comparator studies. Furthermore, 
the MAIC-adjusted NMA required the assumption that the 
estimated relative effects of BRX90 were constant across 
the patient population to which the BRX90 patient-level 
data were matched and the patient populations of the rest 
of the network. In addition, the choice of study placebo arm 
with which to match/adjust brexanolone data is subjective 
and different choices may lead to different results. Across 
any choice of study placebo arm to match to, brexanolone, 
an intravenous drug, is compared with an oral placebo. As 
these analyses are retrospective, the impact of the different 
treatment administrations is not anticipated to strongly influ-
ence comparisons of efficacy outcomes. However, the impact 
of oral versus intravenous administration is recognised to 
influence the decision-making process when considering 
PPD treatment pathways. This impact is anticipated to be 
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reflected through other measures such as quality of life and 
cost implications. Similarly, payers and decision makers 
should also consider safety implications associated with the 
treatment options.

While there are limitations associated with performing 
ITCs with the identified studies given the difference in end-
point times, the justification for this is to account for the 
relatively rapid mode of action of brexanolone, a significant 
clinical and patient-relevant advantage. It is of note that the 
imputation methods used produce an SSRI effect at day 3; 
however, it is uncertain whether this is an actual treatment 
effect as investigations into whether SSRIs have an effect 
by 3 days are limited and have led to mixed results [36, 
37]. Therefore, the interpolation for day 3 results may be 
biased in favour of SSRIs. However, we recognise that the 
assumption the efficacy of brexanolone continues beyond 
the observed trial period may bias the analyses conducted at 
this time point, although the direction of this bias is unclear. 
As outcomes at a longer follow-up time for patients treated 
with brexanolone were not available, this assumption was 
required in order to make comparisons with SSRIs that bet-
ter reflect their long-term time-to-efficacy. It is worth not-
ing that the MAIC-estimated treatment differences between 
brexanolone and SSRIs at both day 3 and week 4 are deemed 
clinically relevant.

Where there is only one treatment comparison of inter-
est, which can be informed by two studies and a common 
comparator, the Bucher approach to ITCs may be favoured 
because of its transparency and its reliance on fewer assump-
tions (versus a broad NMA with numerous links between 
studies). However, NMAs have the flexibility to include 
more treatments and corresponding studies, although they 
do rely on additional assumptions of homogeneity of the 
included studies. Across the MAIC-adjusted and unadjusted 
Bucher ITCs and NMAs, the results of the BRX90 compari-
sons with SSRIs were broadly similar, for both the EPDS 
and HAM-D, which may support the use of the simpler 
method.

5  Conclusions

We have demonstrated the use of MAIC techniques to per-
form a more appropriate comparison between BRX90 and 
SSRIs in the absence of a suitable placebo arm. The MAICs 
suggest that BRX90 provides a significant improvement 
for the HAM-D and EPDS outcomes at day 3 relative to 
SSRIs. Despite a decrease in the absolute difference between 
BRX90 and SSRIs over time for the HAM-D and EPDS 
outcomes, the MAICs still suggest that at later time points, 
BRX90 generally provides equivalent or improved outcomes 
compared with SSRIs.

Despite the limitations associated with MAICs, such an 
approach was needed to avoid the use of the unrepresentative 
547-PPD-202 placebo arm, with a significantly greater mag-
nitude of improvement than placebo arms of those studies 
compared, and a methodology (around-the-clock monitor-
ing for a 3-day period) that is not a viable option in clinical 
practice. Otherwise, standard NMA methodology in which 
these data were used would likely be misleading as to the 
effect of brexanolone. Thus, the ITCs in which MAICs were 
used are likely to capture the true incremental efficacy of 
brexanolone. Given the ITC limitations regarding the lack 
of consistency of trial design, especially the availability 
of outcome data at the different time points, the analysis 
shown for week 4 (1 month) could be deemed more robust 
than the other analyses. It is of clinical relevance to provide 
some estimates of relative treatment effects, acknowledging 
limitations, at a very early time point (day 3) and also at a 
later time point (where maximum effect is assumed to be 
realised).
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